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Mickey Mouse

Minnie Mouse
KIDDIES STONES

Mickey Mouse Scroll
POPULAR STONES
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RED
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RUSTENBURG
BLACK
POPULAR STONES

Half House FRONT
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POPULAR STONES

Corner Stone

KR 06
POPULAR STONES

Letsi Spec
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POPULAR STONES

No. 25
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POPULAR STONES
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Rachêku Rosina

Morongwa
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PT Crock
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POPULAR STONES

Scroll Stone

Spec Econ
REGULAR STONES

No. 9

In Loving Memory of
OUR BELOVED MOTHER
AND GRAND MOTHER

SITHOLE
ALJINA MOSLINA
* 1936-10-19 + 2018-04-23
9 2018-04-28
SADLY MISSED BY YOUR
CHILDREN AND ENTIRE FAMILY
ETLELA HI KU RHULA NTOMBHI
YA KAMBHUNGELE

2 Timothy 4:7

MBHUNGELE

No. 11

In Liefdevolle Herinneringe aan
THOMAS JONES
(BASIE)
* 1963-10-01
+ 2014-01-29
Ek het jou op jou naam geroep
Jy is Myne.
Jesaja 43:1

DU PLESSIS
REGULAR STONES

No. 28

No. 30
REGULAR STONES

No. 38
Namibia Gold

No. 38
Rustenberg
Black
REGULAR STONES

No. 46

No. 51
REGULAR STONES

No. 52

No. 75
REGULAR STONES

No. 107

Jansen Van Vuuren

No. 109

NKUNA

Loving Memory of

VICTOR

DZUNISANI

Psalm 23:1
REGULAR STONES

No. 111

No. 113
REGULAR STONES

No. 115

No. 117
REGULAR STONES

No. 118

No. 119
REGULAR STONES

No. 120

Die Here het geantwoord
My liefie, liefie kind.

No. 121

MAHASHA
ERNAH

MAPULA

MOTLATSO

+1943-02-16
+2015-10-07

GE ELE BAHLOLOPELE
BA MORENA BONA BAHLOLOPELE
FIWA MAATLA A MAFETI
BA HLATLOGA BO KA NONGA
BA KGANYELA BA SA LERI
BA SEPELE BA SA FELI

No. 121
REGULAR STONES

No. 124

KNOETZE

LEON STEPHANUS

LORAIN
LEON
RAYNER

31 AUGUSTUS 1934
9 JUNIE 2011

DIT HET ONS HARTE GEBREEK
OM JOU TE VERLOOR MAAR JY
HET NIE ALLEEN GEGAAN, DEEL
VAN ONS HET SAAI MET JOU GEGAAN
DIE DAG WAT GOD JOU GENEEM HET

VROU, KINDERS EN KLEINKINDERS

No. 125

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

KEKETSO
EUNICE

03-08-1957
12-06-2011

\"YOU ARE GONE, WE REMAIN UNTIL THE DAY WE MEET AGAIN YOUR LIFE A BEAUTIFUL MEMORY YOUR ABSENCE A SILENT GRIEF TAKE THE WELL\"

FROM YOUR HUSBAND AND SONS

ASIEDU-DARKWAH
REGULAR STONES

Kloof
Special
SPECIAL DESIGN
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SD3

SD4
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD5

SD6
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SD21

SD22
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD25

SD26
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD27

SD28
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD29

MASEMOLA
IN LOVING MEMORY OF
MOKAU LUKA
05.12.1925 - 13.05.2013

SD30

RAMABELE
"POTATA"
MAKULA

MAY YINK SO IN HEAVEN
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD35

Sd36
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD37
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD38

SD39
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD40

SD41
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD44

SD45
SPECIAL DESIGN
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SD47
SPECIAL DESIGN
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SD49

SD50
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD51

SD52
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD53

SD54
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD59

SD60 FRONT

SD60 SIDE
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD61

In Loving Memory of
OUR BELOVED
DAUGHTER, SISTER
AND AUNT
BALOYI
MARIAM
JOYCE

* 1987-08-09
* 2017-05-04
* 2017-06-12

MAY YOUR SOUL REST
IN PEACE OUR ANGEL

SD62

In Loving Memory of
STONES
NGOBENI

PERTUNIA

Revelation 3:21
THE ONE WHO CONQUERS
I WILL GRANT HIM TO SIT
WITH ME ON MY THRONE
AS I ALSO CONQUERED
AND SIT WITH MY FATHER
IN HIS THRONE

REMEMBER ME
IN YOUR PRAYERS
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD63

SD64

SD65
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD66

SD70
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD71

SD72
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD73

SD74
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD75

SD76
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD111

Erick Design
SPECIAL DESIGN

Flower

Rose Stone
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD77

SD78
SPECIAL DESIGN

SD79

SD80

SD81
EXECUTIVE STONES
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